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Model Part 
Number Number A B C

ST, RT, 
A-LFT-813

7.00 5.00 1.00 
RTI, LRT (178) (127) (25)

ST, RT, RTI, 
LRT A-LFT-1448

7.00 5.00 1.50

High Version 
(178) (127) (38)

ZT A-LFT-1295
6.25 3.62 .88
(159) (92) (22)

Model Part 
Number Number NPTF A

ST, RT, KFT A-LFT-158Q-1 11⁄2" 2.34 (59)

LRT A-LFT-880 2" 2.34 (59)

BFT A-BFT-103 3" 4.50 (114)

The mounting ring is welded directly to the hydraulic
reservoir. The filter is then mounted to the mounting
ring with bolts converting the filter to a “weld in”
design. The mounting ring eliminates the need to drill
and tap the hydraulic reservoir.

The diffuser option (designated as D for outlet porting
option in model number) is threaded to the bushing on
the filter bowl below the outlet opening to help
decrease turbulent flow in the hydraulic reservoir.

No other outlet port options are available if the 
diffuser is used.

The check valve option (designated as C for outlet
porting option in model number) makes it possible 
to service the filter without draining the oil from the
reservoir when the filter is mounted below the oil
level. It also prevents reservoir siphoning when system
components are serviced.

The check valve can also be used on other reservoir
return flow lines, where components upstream of 
the check valve can be serviced without the loss of
reservoir oil. The spring setting is .75-1.00 psi cracking.
Order by part number shown in chart.

No other outlet port options are available if the 
check valve is used.
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Model Part 
Number Number NPTF

RT, KFT A-LFT-1506 11⁄2"

LRT A-LFT-1507 2"

Diffuser 
for RT,
LRT, and 
KFT Models

A

Check Valve
for ST, RT,
LRT, BFT,
and KFT
Models
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The diffuser/check valve option (designated as CD for
outlet porting option in model number) is threaded
on to the outlet port and combines the advantages 
of both separate options in one assembly. 

Available as a separate item with 11⁄2" NPT female
threads, order part number A-LFT-1208.

No other outlet port options are available if the 
check valve/diffuser is used.

The tube adapter outlet port option (designated as T
for outlet porting option in model number) provides
the means to direct flow to the bottom of the
hydraulic reservoir. Other tube lengths are available
for quantity purchases. Contact your Schroeder 
distributor for details.

Note: No other outet port options are
available if the tube adapter is used.

Model Dimension A (O.D.)
Number in. (mm)

RT, KFT 1.62 (41)

LRT 2.25 (57)

BFT 3.50 (89)
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Tube Adapter
Outlet Port 

for RT, KFT, LRT
and BFT Models
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Check 
Valve Diffuser

Combination for
RT and KFT

Models

Threaded Outlet 
Port for ZT, RT,

LRT, BFT, and KFT
Models

The threaded male outlet port is standard on the 
RT, LRT, BFT, and KFT models, and is available as an
option on the ZT filter by designating OP for the 
outlet porting options in the model number.

� RT is furnished with 11⁄2" NPT Male (standard)

� LRT is furnished with 2" NPT Male (standard)

� BFT is furnished with 3" NPT Male (standard)

� ZT is furnished with 11⁄2" NPT Male (optional)

� KFT is furnished with 11⁄2" NPT Male (standard)
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